Next Issue’s Highlights

Projects
- **Woodworker’s Tool Cabinet**
  Build a showcase for your favorite hand tools with this accommodating shop project.

- **Potter’s Bench**
  Create a green-friendly workstation to give plants a healthy start.

- **Sling Chair**
  Construct this folding outdoor seat in a day.

- **Carved Picture Frame**
  Create the perfect Mother’s Day gift while learning relief and incised carving techniques with a basic set of tools.

Skill-Building Techniques
- **Routing Fundamentals**
  Learn safe and simple methods for making smooth cuts with your handheld router.

- **The Waterborne Identity**
  See which finishes float to the top in this oil- vs. water-based matchup.

- **Woodworking Solutions with Scott Phillips**
  Find answers to 10 commonly asked questions.

Patterns

Country Church Birdhouse
Patterns shown at 100%